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And would love to take an extra special vacation once in a while… or
maybe make a deposit on your dream home… or perhaps help a loved one
attend college.

But goals like these might be a stretch with your current job. The extra
money can be hard to come by. And the idea of working longer hours or
getting another job certainly doesn’t sound appealing!

You work hard too...

If you’re like most people I talk
to, you adore your family and
would do anything for them!
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There’s a faster, easier path to boosting your bank account -- and quality
of life -- than simply depending on your take home pay. A path that
helps you have more fun, build a legacy for your children, and protect
your finances when the unexpected occurs.

And that path is investing in the stock market.

The good news is...

All in just a few hours a week.
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Investing has proven to be one of the best ways to build wealth over time?
Over the past 30 years, the stock market has generated an average return
of 10.7% per year. In the past 10 years, it’s generated a 13.9% average
return! That means, if you invested just $500 every month, you could earn
$125,000 in ten years… and a million dollars over the course of 30 years.

Did you know?
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Those kinds of results are absolutely possible for you… once you know how. 
In fact, with the right guidance, investing in the stock market is as simple as
driving your car. And earning a few hundred, or even a few thousand extra
dollars every month can become routine.
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You could breathe easier when bills come due. You could reinvest your gains
and keep building your nest egg. Or save for future big-ticket goals. Or say
“Let’s do it!” when your partner or the kids ask for something special.

But most brokers won’t tell you that investing in the stock market is easier
than it looks. They typically serve the rich and privileged, and keep insider
information close to the vest. They cloak the stock market with an air of
mystery and complexity. And if you buy into that story, you forfeit your
opportunity to build great wealth… before you even begin.

Imagine what that extra money could 
do for your life! 
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My name is Happi Leopold. I’m the founder of Easy Finance Academy, and a
financial educator to minority investors and entrepreneurs. And every day, I
empower my students with the best information, strategies, and proven
insights to help them achieve the financial freedom they dream of.

What I share in 10 Stock Market Secrets for New Investors is based on my 14
year’s experience working in the financial industry. As a certified financial
advisor, investment consultant, and options trader, I helped high-net-worth
clients grow their 7-, 8-, and 9-figure portfolios. 

I created 10 Stock Market Secrets for New Investors to help you take the right
first steps into the world of investing. They help you avoid the pitfalls that befall
many new investors. And they set you up for success because...

That’s why I’m on a mission to level the playing field. 
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The 10 Secrets are the foundation of winning in the 
market again and again.

They helped me become a successful professional trader… and leave that
lucrative career to be an entrepreneur and financial educator. The 10 Secrets
guided me as I purchased my first home… and flipped it to buy my second and
third homes. The 10 Secrets kept my family’s finances safe throughout the
pandemic. And the 10 Secrets help my students achieve exciting investment
returns that are leading them to financial freedom.

So use the 10 Secrets to guide your investment journey. They’ll help you
enhance your current game plan if you have one. Or, if you don’t have a plan
yet, use the 10 Secrets to get started on the right path to your investing goals.

If that sounds good to you… let’s dive in!
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Warren Buffet, one of the most successful investors once said:

When it comes to the stock market, that means investing your time
and energy in first understanding market foundations. And it means
keeping up with trends, innovations, and proven strategies that lead 
to consistent gains… in the short term and long term.

Keep in mind, winning in the stock market involves taking calculated
risks. While jumping in with no training can open you up to
disappointment and risk of loss... the right education mitigates those
risks. That’s why educating yourself with a qualified mentor should 
be your first priority if you 
want to create wealth 
in the stock market. 

"The most important investment you can 
make is in yourself."

Get the Right EducationSECRET #1
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The goal of any investor, whether a beginner or expert, is to make their
investments grow and earn a good (or even great!) return. To achieve that goal,
you first need to set manageable expectations. These expectations will guide
your decisions and help refine your trading strategies, so you can keep your
investment goals on track. 

In order to set your expectations and increase your probability for success, 
you need:
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Determine Your Investment GoalSECRET #2

An investing plan that lays out your goals, choices, and strategies. 

A checklist to ensure you’ve covered every aspect of a complete
investing plan. 

The right knowledge and tools to help you define your investment
goals and strategies. 

A patient, steadfast attitude when it comes to sticking to your 
plan and goals.

And don't fall into the trap of setting yourself a specific dollar or percentage
return goal! It’s easy to become discouraged if you miss the mark. Instead, keep
your goals flexible, and focus on the success of winning trading strategies. Over
the long run, a winning trading strategy is the best way to navigate the natural
ups and downs that occur, and keep you on track to your goals.
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If you want to become a successful investor, developing the mindset of a
successful investor is paramount. What you think about -- and tell yourself --
influences everything from your self-esteem and feeling of worthiness, to
your beliefs and behaviors.

When my students learn how to embrace the idea “I am a successful
investor,” this mindset shift is life-changing. They shed the countless hidden
and debilitating cultural myths around money that have held them back,
and kept them from their true earnings potential. They’re finally free to take
off on their path to financial success!

It’s a meaty topic that gets a lot of attention… much more than I can share
here. However, there’s one underlying factor that drives their ability to
break free from limiting beliefs, and that’s understanding their “why.”

"I am a successful investor"
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What difference will it make in your life in the next 3 months, 6 months, 1
year, 5 years, 20 years? 

Will it help you buy a home to raise your kids in a beautiful environment? 

Will it help you take your family on amazing vacations they’ll talk        
 about forever?

Will it help you pay for college -- for yourself or a loved one? 

Will having a big rainy day fund see you through economic turmoil… or a
health crisis?

Will greater wealth help you escape a job you dislike? 

Do you want to build generational wealth… and elevate your kids’
expectations for building their own enduring wealth?

Give more to causes you care about? Pursue your passions?

The more you can zero in on your big why -- the more you hold fast to your
dream -- the more it can inspire and empower you to override limiting beliefs.
And when you combine that with the right hands-on education and
mentorship, now you’ve got a potent combination of forces working for you,
to move you to the success and wealth you desire.

Why is investing important to you?
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Wise words from Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, writer and pioneering aviator…
words that will make all the difference to your investment experience. Without
a plan, you’re throwing the proverbial spaghetti at the ceiling to see what
sticks. With a plan, you have a step-by-step guide to make your best decisions,
measure results, and bring your goals to life.

In Secret #2, we touched on the need for an Investment plan. Now let’s review
the four key elements of a winning plan:

"A goal without a plan is just a wish."

What to Buy

When to Buy

How Much to Buy

When to Sell
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What to Buy

What to buy is all about picking good candidates for your investment money.
A good place to start is with companies you already know and trust! Then
research them to better understand their values, management experience,
financial history, and prospects. Start with the company’s website, then search
for articles about the company from trusted sources and publications to build
confidence you’re making a good choice. 

Then add your candidates to a "watchlist" so you can follow them, and
monitor how they perform compared to the market and the rest of the
economy. This strategy will help you get to know these candidates before
investing in them, and judge whether they should stay on or be removed from
your watchlist.
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When to Buy

When to buy means deciding
should you buy a stock; e.g.,
immediately, next week, next
month, next year? This is important
because buying at the right time
can enhance your results. A few
timing opportunities to consider
include: Is there any seasonal
variation to the company’s stock
price? Is the stock undervalued or
"on sale" and likely to rise in the
future? Does sales growth reflect a
long-term trend or a one-time
boon? Is the company about to
launch a game-changing product?
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How Much to Buy

How much to buy means deciding how much money are you willing to invest --
in a particular stock and overall -- that lets you sleep at night. Another way to
look at it: How much could you afford to lose if your stock or portfolio
tumbled? Would you be putting your family at risk? Or a mortgage payment?
Or could you say, for example, “I’m happy to invest $500 and see where it
takes me. Even if I lose it all, I can easily recover.”
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When to Sell

“It’s not difficult to
make money in the
stock market. The
difficult part is keeping
your profits. Sticking to
your investment plan
helps you override
emotions, so you make
good decisions that
build your wealth.” 
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When it comes to selling a stock, here are a few critical guidelines to consider.
First and foremost: When the stock hits the target price you anticipated in
your investment plan… sell! It’s so easy to get over confident and a little
greedy when the price keeps going up. Your emotions can take over, so you
hold out for a bigger gain. But all too often, holding out for a little bit more
leads to losses. 
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Don’t do it! Exit the trade as planned. Or -- if you’re confident there’s more
upside to be gained and want to stay in longer than planned -- add a stop-loss
to your position. That way, if the stock price starts dropping, it automatically
sells when it reaches your selected low price.

Sometimes, too, a stock can surprise you and rise dramatically in a short
period. In this case, stay humble (the best investors are!) -- and thankful -- and
take the profit. Alternatively, if you find the company has made a move that
goes against your most important values, or is losing market share to
competitors, or posting losses, you may want to evaluate whether staying in
for the long-term is in your best interest.
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www.easyfinanceacademy.com

If you have $500 to invest in the stock market -- an excellent starting sum for
beginner investors -- there are two things to consider. First, when investing
your money, you'll want to avoid fees and high commission charges so you
can keep as much of the profit as possible. There are a few ways you can do it
without enlisting the aid of a professional advisor.
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Decide How You Want to InvestSECRET #5
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Actively: Hands-On

One way to invest $500 is by doing it yourself in a discount brokerage, 
Tax Free Savings Account, or retirement account. Like anything in life, a hands-
on approach will ensure that you learn and understand the basics of investing
in the stock market. You'll also avoid the profit-reducing fees professional
financial advisors charge when they invest for you. 

With a discount brokerage, you can buy and sell securities. However, you have
little or no interaction with a broker, so must do your own research and
planning. On the upside, discount brokerages charge lower fees than full-
service brokers.

With a personal Tax Free Savings Account, a retirement trading account, or
with an employer sponsor 401K or IRA, many people learn about investing for
the first time. Beginner investors benefit by developing a healthy financial
strategy of making consistent, small contributions that add up to big savings
over the long-term.
 

www.easyfinanceacademy.com
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Passively: Hands-Off

Not everyone has the time to learn the ins and outs of trading right away. 
But with $500, you can use an automated, low-cost robo-advisor. Robo-
advisors are becoming mainstream, and typically charge 0.25% of your
account balance, or a fixed annual fee that renews like a subscription. 
It’s a great way to get started on your investment goals, and build your
confidence and risk tolerance. 
 

www.easyfinanceacademy.com
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Now that you've got a few goals in mind and have decided how you want to
invest, your next step is to open an investment account. But with so many
options out there, how do you find the one that's right for you? 
 
Let’s stick with our example of investing $500. When investing your money,
you'll want to avoid fees and high commission charges so you can keep as
much profit as possible.  

Understanding the types of accounts available to investors is important. More
importantly is understanding the pros and cons of each. Live training courses
can be a quick and easy way to learn about these types of accounts and help
you decide which may be best.  
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Create and Account for TradingSECRET #6
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Taxable Brokerage Account: 
allows investments in a wide variety of assets, including stocks, mutual funds,
bonds, exchange-traded funds, and more. Interest and dividends earned, or
gains on sold investments are subject to taxes in the year that the money is
received.

Traditional or Roth IRA Retirement Account: 
Non-registered accounts, registered accounts, and Retirement Investment
Accounts allow identical trading vehicles as taxable brokerage accounts but
have different tax treatments. Traditional IRAs offer an upfront tax break in
the year you contribute to the account, while Tax-Free Savings Accounts and
Roth IRAs give a back-end tax break that makes withdrawals once you’re out
of the account. Joint Tax-Free Savings Accounts and IRAs are not permitted. 
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Many investment products require a minimum investment amount, which can
make diversifying your trading portfolio tricky. Thankfully, low-cost stock index
funds (e.g., the S&P 500) and commission-free exchange-traded funds (ETFs)
are popular choices that -- by their nature -- give investors a share in a wide
variety of stocks. Because there’s no (or a low) minimum, investors with
smaller budgets can easily get in, diversify their holdings, and lower their risk. 

Another great option for beginner investors includes stocks that earn
dividends, which are automatically reinvested to boost your returns.

Individual stocks are another option for investing but have the drawback of
limiting diversification unless you have a bigger budget to invest in an array of
stocks. The benefit of stocks is that an intelligent choice can reap substantial
gains. But the odds that any one stock will make you a millionaire are small,
especially for new investors just starting.
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If you’re starting a new fitness
program, the best way to evaluate
if it’s working is to track what
you’re doing and track your
progress. The same goes for
building your investment “fitness”!
Tracking helps you evaluate how
your individual investments and
overall portfolio are performing.
Tracking also helps you become a
better investor, because it allows
you to learn from your ideas,
actions, successes, and mistakes...
and do better with every new
opportunity.

A great place to start is with a
spreadsheet you set up using Excel
or Google Sheets. Though you’ll
need to enter data manually, you
can customize what you track. You
can also get a tracker from your
discount broker, or download an
app (though watch out for fees on
these apps!). 
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Name and symbol of the stock

Date you bought it, per share price, and your total investment

Number of shares (and why you chose that number)

Why you chose to purchase that stock... what influenced your decision?

If you placed any stops (and what were they)

Date you sold the stock, per share price, and total gain or loss

Number of shares you sold (and why you sold that number)

The percentage gain or loss

You'll want to track:
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There are other questions to consider as you’re tracking your investment data.
For example, what were your feelings as you bought or sold your stocks? Did
you rely on gut intuition, research, investment advice, all three? If you reached
your investment goal, do you want to create a new goal for that stock before
you close your position? How much in fees or commissions did you pay on
your trades? What were the winners and losers? How is your portfolio doing
overall compared to the market as a whole? 

Keep in mind: When tracking your progress, always evaluate your profit/loss 
in percentages rather than in your local currency, as the percentage change
will help you make an apples-to-apples comparison as you evaluate the
relative performance of individual stocks and other investment products 
in your portfolio.
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As in every other area of your life, mistakes are inevitable as you progress in
your investment journey. Some common mistakes to watch out for include:
attempting to time the market; falling in love with a stock and not doing due
diligence; not sticking to your investing plan; falling prey to greed and staying
in a trade even after a goal is reached; and entering a trade without an exit
plan.

What’s more important, however -- and what will make all the difference in
your performance in the long-term -- is learning from your mistakes. 

Learning from your mistakes will help prevent future frustration and help you
stay motivated. It will help you avoid repeating incorrect strategies that lead to
repetitive losses. It will help you get better at anticipating different possible
outcomes of your trades. And it will help you avert fear or greed-driven
decisions.
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And when it comes to learning from your mistakes, remember… a good trade
isn’t necessarily one in which you made money, but one in which you were
able to stay disciplined during the entire life of the trade. 

An example of an undisciplined or “bad trade” is: Making a bigger profit by
staying in a trade longer than you planned (greed can have that effect when a
stock is rising and you want to reap every bit of money possible). On the flip
side, a disciplined or “good trade” can be: Losing money by getting out of a
trade early, but cutting your losses before things get worse.

Here’s the deal: You might be able to pull off a profitable “bad trade” once in a
while, but pushing your luck is going to catch up with you, and the losses can
be disastrous. On the other hand, staying disciplined -- sticking to your plan,
tracking your results, and learning from your mistakes -- will elevate your
performance in the long run. And discipline is the path to building enduring
wealth and creating a legacy for your family! 
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If you truly want to build your wealth, so you can have more freedom, fun,
and peace of mind…

There’s one habit you’ve got to keep as faithfully as brushing your teeth...

And that’s celebrating all your investment achievements!

In addition to gains you earn, that includes finding the right mentor to guide
you. Reflecting on your big why. Formulating a goal. Creating an investment
plan. Tracking your progress. Learning from past mistakes… pretty much
everything you learned here.

See, most people don’t know about or don’t bother to do what I’m sharing
with you. And that lack shows in their rollercoaster results, frustration, and
disappointment.

But when you choose to let the 10 Secrets guide you, that’s worth celebrating.
Because the 10 Secrets free you to build wealth with far greater ease,
consistency, and enjoyment.

There’s also a certain kind of magic that happens. When you shower
appreciation on all that you’re discovering, on how you’re growing as an
investor, and on who you’re becoming as a wealth-minded person...

A calmer, strengthened confidence lifts you to even greater awareness and
success. 
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Celebrate Your WinsSECRET #10
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A heightened energy propels your desire to achieve your big why. Whether
that’s to provide for loved ones, enhance your quality of life, give to causes you
care about… whatever it is that lights your fire.

And giving thanks has an amazing way of magnetizing even more of what you
celebrate into your life. I know I’ve experienced this many times. My students
have too.

Once in a while, when they’re at the beginning of their investment journey, one
of my students might say “I only made $2,000” or “I only made $5,000, that's not
a big deal, that’s not worth celebrating.”

What?!!

Of course it is! That's amazing!

In our perfectionist society, it’s easy to compare yourself to the Warren Buffet’s
of the world and think your win is too small to notice.

But if you made that $2,000 or $5,000, just think about all that you would have
accomplished to get there! Think about having the know-how to do it again 
and again!

Imagine what that kind of money could do for you and your family… and the
ripple effect on those around you and beyond.

Those are ALL wins worth celebrating.

And while celebrating wins in this way may be a little unusual for investment
advice… alongside getting the right education, it’s the very best advice 
I can give you.
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“How to Demystify the Stock Market and 
Build Wealth You Can Count On.”

So there you have it: 10 Stock Market Secrets for New Investors.

The 10 Secrets will help you take the right first steps as a new investor and
avoid the common pitfalls. Plus, they’ll set you up for success: The 10 Secrets
are the foundation of winning in the market again and again!

And when you start winning in the stock market, you can start building wealth.
With greater wealth, you can have more fun with family and friends. You can
have peace of mind during challenging times. And more freedom to choose a
life you love.

Now the 10 Secrets will give you the right headstart on your investing
journey… but there’s only so much I can cover in a quick guide. 

There’s so much more I’d love to share!
That’s why I’m excited to invite you to my new training,

Here's a gift for dropping by
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How “modern slavery” keeps minority investors locked out of achieving
true wealth.

The 6 stock market myths that rob your opportunities for building wealth…
before you even get started. (None are true… and we’ll knock the myths
down one by one!)

The hidden money mindsets passed from generation to generation: Here’s
how they foul up your earnings potential and keep you from creating a
legacy for your kids.

The 9 ways financial freedom can transform your life. (Fair warning: once
you start on this path, you may never want to go back!)

The secret to investment success high-paid advisors never share. (We’ll
clear away the smoke and mirrors so you can see… it’s much easier than
you think.)

How to invest like a pro and start making good money... in just a few hours
a week.

And much more!

In this FREE training, I’m going to reveal:

www.easyfinanceacademy.com

Click HERE now 
to save your seat 
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Remember, this training is 100% free, so... 

This will be a gamechanger… I hope you join me!

P.S. Real wealth can be yours! Your next step is knowing what’s been standing
in the way. So click here now to register for this eye-opening training.

HAPPI LEOPOLD
Founder and CEO 
Easy Finance Academy Inc.

Click HERE now 
to save your seat 
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“How to Demystify the Stock Market 
and Build Wealth You Can Count On.”
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P.P.S. Wondering if what I teach really works? Here’s what a few of my
students had to say. Keep in mind, before coming to me, they were new
investors just like you.
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“I invested $780 and made $2,800 (USD) in less than a month after 
  the training! That's more than a month's salary…”
                                                                                       - JOEL CHARLIE

“I made CA$10,000 in a week. I was very happy!” 
                                                                                    - CLARISSE AKUEMO

“In two months, the account went from barely $26,000 to $30,000!” 
                                                                                       -VICTOR KEUBOU

“...made a gain of $1,050, or 233% on my investment.” 
                                                                                        -ROSELYN NGUEYAP
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“I started two weeks after the training and I made a profit of
$6,500 (USD)."
                                                                                       - ARISTE ATEUFACK 
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Be rigorous about creating and sticking to your strategic
plan.Don't allow enthusiasm to influence your decisions.

Keys to Success!

Never assume you know it all! Invest your time and energy 
in understanding market foundations, trends and innovations.

EDUCATION

Pick an amount of money you can afford to invest, that 
helps ypu sleep at night.

CAPITAL

DISCIPLINE

Commit to the long view... if you choose well, your investments
will perform well long term, even if they go through fluctuations
in the shorter term. 

PATIENCE

We will teach you the strategies
that lead to success!
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Thank You.
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